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About This Software

Xcinerator™

Erase Your Most Private Data. Permanently.

Private photos, videos, torrents, emails and chats can all be accessed with standard recovery techniques even after you’ve deleted
them.

Introducing Xcinerator, the specialized privacy tool from iolo technologies that safely and permanently erases data, superseding
Department of Defense security standards and ensuring that your most sensitive files can never be recovered.

Permanently destroys your sensitive files, torrents, movies, photos, emails, chats and more

Wipes away all traces from your hard drives and flash drives

Lets you choose individual files to wipe or entire folders

Sanitizes/clears data per NIST.SP.800-88r1 purging standards (supersedes DoD 5220.22-M)

Protects you from even the most advanced recovery and forensic techniques
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How it works

Using Xcinerator is easy:

Xcinerating a file or folder is easy

Right-click on a file or folder and send it to the Xcinerator

Drag and drop files and folders into the open Xcinerator app

From the main interface, you can also configure exactly how your sensitive files and folders are Xcinerated:

Permanently delete files using techniques that supersede U.S. DoD specs

Have custom or random text written over your sensitive files and folders

Choose the number of burn passes Xcinerator makes to completely eliminate files

If you change your mind before you’ve burned the files, simply click Restore all to move files back to where they were

Xcinerator™

Leave No Trace.
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well hello everyone i made a review of the game(didnt know the release would be so soon afterwards) so anyone who's on the
fence of buying the game this is a simple turn based gmae but far from simple in difficulty and enjoyment hopefully the video is
helpful

https://youtu.be/5o9Buxu_sGI. Hero Project has an interesting premise that you are on a superhero "reality show" contest. As
such you "vote off" both opponents and friends at various points. I had 2 problems with this part of the story: you get points for
sticking true to a "strategy" you choose at the start. However, a lot of the choices are written in a vague manner (I thought) that
made it hard to know which fit your "strategy". And this all determines how long you can stay in the show before being "voted
off".

The second problem I had with the game is the fact that the author seems to be using the story to push the so -called "alternative
lifestyle" issue. Granted, he doesn't take away from the main story when he does, but I don't care about that and never will, so I
found being preached at in a superhero story about this issue highly irritating. And with each group jockeying for identity in the
coalition the acronymn now has so many letters in it it looked like a cat walked across my keyboard.

At points the main character was screwed around no matter what you did I wondered if the author is a fan of Marvel Comics, as
it reminds me of thier brand of "angst" stories. However, things did work out in the end, mostly. I would recommend if you
don't mind the issues I brought up.. i dont know why the ♥♥♥♥ i paid for it. A nice throughback to NES games that was part of
my childhood. Fun to play through for nostaligia's sake. :). Having a lot of fun with this one. Addictive, lots of weapons and
gear, leveling system, fun and varying enemies, quests and allies to complete\/find, a base to build up and defend, procedurally
generated map that changes if you die, lots of replayability, enjoyable story (love the diary pages), I could probably go on.
My only complaint centers on how you upgrade the base... I fel like it should be as days pass, not as time passes. 5.5 hours for
me to upgrade the workbench.... I mean, come on.. Took over a ship and acted like a pirate

10/10. An interesting narration and disclosure of characters contribute to immersion in a unique world that is full of mysteries
and secrets. The story tells us about people whose destinies were linked by the ancient city - Aksaypolis. As you read the
dialogs, there are only more puzzles, besides, the game also has the ability to choose the answer and influence the ending. In
short - this game is a gem among visual novels.
. Beautiful, fluid and unusual.. Was way to laggy when you start to drive but if they fixed that then they are going to come out
with a ripper of a game. I recommend this game for creative players. 9/10
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A nice alternative to Pinball FX2 VR. The following pros and cons are in comparison to that product.

Pros:
Support for Oculus touch controllers.
Ability to change table height and rotation relative to your viewpoint (makes it more comfortable to play sitting down).
Less expensive.

Cons:
Only one table, however, this game is still in early access.. The first Super Seducer was a masterpiece. Took itself seriously, but
with a couple jokes and humor thrown in. The 2nd, not so good. If you loved #1 as much as I did, don't get this one. It's just
cringy and bad jokes after bad jokes. I'm seriously disappointed. I thought it would be as "serious" as the 1st one was.

EDIT: After speaking with Richard, the game's creator, I understand more the reasons SS2 is made the way it is. I am not
changing my review, but I understand. I hope SS3 will go back to how SS1 was, or at least a mix of both.. A game where you
can be what you always wanted to try. Just yesterday I streamed this with a friend and it was even more fun than I expected.

It is a little sad that there are not many campaign mission (there seem to be 6 without the tutorial mission). But there is a random
missions mode which accounts for some replayability. The non-VR controls work great (recommend controller for 2 out of 3
ship types) and I am happy that they added this mode. Would like to try it in VR though since I can imagine it being even more
intense.

Nominated it for the "Better with friends" award and I hope it will be a good fit for you too.. 10\/10 would drink again. Spooky!
>:O. Game looks great, Controls are GARBAGE. Supposed to be relaxing and I cant get over the fact I can never use the mouse
but need to keep my hand on it the entire game, but you dont use it for steering your plane, that would be too intuitive! you use
the keyboard for that silly !. good game with friends but hard to find friends to play with. overall good game
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